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ABSTRACT:
To present world records, the policy makers emphasize to powerful systematic struggle between U.S-China on the indo Pacific region. Both china and U.S implication to own views external policy. Many of possibility creation under the competitive situations through the maintain of both states on south-east and south Asia article visions to offer describing of the Chinese views and the hegemonic competition on the indo Pacific region. In the perspective of most scholar and observers the systematic reach out the U.S-China is inevitable on the indo-pacific regional activities into the both powerful states. The U.S-China has existing situation views into much of the factors such as the ideological disagreement, power struggle disagreement on indo-pacific region. To be various political scientists intent that political economics system between bilateral relationship has the most privacy and focus point of indo-pacific region. Meanwhile definite U.S scholars join the greater importance of U.S-China struggle over international leadership and prestige. However, U.S analyst can not hopefully aspiration for china U.S bonding and have the policy circulation maintain the systematic zone under the U.S-China on indo Pacific region.
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Introduction:
The U.S national defence strategy is the great way unique facilities that the strong and enduring spouse countries and associates advantage the U.S in long term systematic struggle with china on its own but can be spouse countries resource abilities and powerful that for extension what china can bearing approach. The proper way working with the associates countries in U.S and china into the best determining system. To capabilities in soft relationship the united states will necessary understanding values in the partners perspective of U.S-China and the systematic responding struggle to U.S-China through the adjusting systematic way. The indo-pacific region from the various approach use of terming velocity under the bilateral competition. South-east Asia is the very important region within the indo-pacific for two countries struggle. South east Asia the territorial boundaries connects to several sea ports. To be verbose speech most populous provincialism in the world and combined the whole countries that making under the various regional organisation. To be understand south Asian political, economics, cultural, and social diversity under the democracies and the alternative political system. To be challenging activities underway the U.S-China spouse countries and associates organisation. This study starts to lacking of information on U.S-China struggle with relating two state visions for the region with the system of circle perspective reach. In the present information a better systematic zone working has experimented what the average system the U.S should take to reach against each states and the strong of competition.

Literature Review:
To understand various type of specialist tend to get the world wide perspective of united states and china the systematic reach out the beginning turning point of describing valuation. Almost 60% specialist intent that the world wide economical adventure in 2009,growing in the major perspective of the capitalist world and leading did not only U.S hardship economic system and the devastating political circulation but also destruction U.S soft power by the clarify of the western consensus model. In meantime, most of the analysts insists that the much of deepest reaction follow on the international system in most of the years in part of the last international economic crisis could oppressed the world wide situation of bilateral relation. U.S connects with south Asia region start before the china existed. In April 1788, the various impression of China converted from new York and attending in April of that year. Meanwhile, 20th century time of the pursue U.S trading system open the right in Chinese and dispute with japan to open access financial rights and the great economic security conservation with the U.S interest perspective. The domestic dynamics in two powerful countries raising gloomy experiment of the associate true intention the background of each countries help systematic the present state of circumstance. In order to U.S trading companies turned out the world wide approval the frequently production market and use the lower level labour continuous work out cost. This region in the most significance part of world economic security and world politics reformation. This was the true perspective during the cold war and specially engaged the part of the Chinese financial protocol extended to south Asia and actively connected with neighbouring countries. In this geographical situation is the strong security rating from each countries. To be point out the Chinese boundaries share the spouse countries and open approval leading their financial sector and also
Research methodology:

The systematic study conducted with better decorations. Mainly I have describing this study three part of the way: 1. Beginning part. 2. Experiment part. 3. Result part. This parts are explained below:-

Beginning part:

Beginning part function of the systematic design part. In this part, the study way making the research question and setting some of the goals oriented question is given below:

1) What does dominance & struggle for dominance?
2) What does China & U.S reach into the south east Asia? In which each states can get reach almost power?
3) How does we dimension & much of different struggle?
4) How does Asian perspective China & U.S dominance to several region? How can discord to Chinese perspective?
5) How does the U.S functions almost proactive with spouse countries & associate in south east Asia?

Experiment part:

The keywords and research questions related are used to find out the China and U.S selected database. After searching in the designated places, the gained research articles, review papers and technical reports are reviewed. After the review process, only high quality research materials are selected. Finally intended to postpone some of the find out tools which do not match with research objectives.

Result part:

In this part most of the data is turned out from the selected to study oriented tools. The right information is separated into various main parts. After that logical data and information are separated for writing a definite sector or sub sector. Finally, through this systematic design and decoration my visionaries task completed.

Data Collection Approach:

Firstly, I have extracted data from U.S Department of state & U.S secretariat of state and also Chinese governmental embassy. This all of the source is online version. I have also data from journal, books, and printed news in English version and china America security protocol discussion. These sources included but were not limited to Al-Jazeera, the BBC, CNN, Fox news, voice of America, the guardian, Reuters, Forbes. I also collected data from the Chinese ministry of defense and foreign affairs. To postpone negatives data from various media point that were connected my describing. All of the data find out I apply various checking method to several point for exact and delete negative data.

Superiority for dominance: Reach into spouse countries

In U.S-China superiority the two powerful states apply own power forms of the dominance to apply the attitude and likes of spouse countries with their personal several interests. I have described what the China and united states look after from spouse countries as own alignment or progressive associate support on exact cause would joined whether the associate preferable to great the China and united states military appointment long term formulation superiority is low over the spouse countries creating a single determined in support of the China or united states and more over the associate frequently advocating the China turned out a framework of determined over time. Alignment can not necessary the associate countries to advocacy the two states on each determination and is instead mapping by prefer on the main decision.

Perverse U.S & Chinese aim and purpose for south Asia:-

The china and united states have the diversity aims for south Asia and indo-pacific region at large. The united states objectives presently formulated by the joe Biden administration and establishing on the U.S region and recover to the south Asia and indo-pacific during the Joe Biden administration is based on formulating regional freedom, openness, security and stability. This attach conforming freedom of appoint to general domains, protecting china from ruling and stability an integrity sectors of dominance and protecting and preservation U.S spouse and associate interests. The Chinese objectives for south Asia, however is based on a china oriented model that includes extending Chinese power, leading greater provincialism uniting and reliance on china and bringing south Asia under Chinese leadership. Chinese aims for south Asia are also bold apply by native intention joining concerns over internal and external freedom and territorial integrity, economic development and managing a stable and safe external environment. Not all U.S goals break with
The present literature to identify several south Asian countries such as Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Singapore, Japan, Philippines, even China, Indonesia. China strategy toward the Indo-Pacific region. Understanding U.S-China priorities is effective for analysing superiority. For each U.S or Chinese objectives, I use the present literature to identify several south Asian countries such as Bangladesh, India, Pakistan that are very necessary for the united states or china to activities with and where the united states or china have attached significant resources. Finally I clarify that the official strategy and policy documents drafted by the Joe Biden administration and Chinese government visions document in south Asia.

The power of U.S-China struggle for treat overlapping priorities to assess:-

The power of U.S-China struggle across south Asia, I have collecting and experiment the overlap between U.S and Chinese importance countries and south Asian country based on the necessary to the united states and china. There are some south Asian countries dependence on both the united states and china. This point out that there are no countries that both the united states and china command and can that be consciously accepting or participating in most U.S-China efforts. This is cause of some of the united states and china visions elaborated above discord and the top spouse countries that the American known as important to get together are unlikely to be the same spouse china views as hard. However if I extended the big ties by joining one extra country every for the American and china. To understand find out the likely to be substantial struggle some of the south Asian countries and Indo-Pacific region. Given the great importance of some spouse countries and get together with partner of Indo-Pacific region. I have included that assess connection of U.S-China dominance of the south Asian countries. As well as how the U.S can spouse countries with Australia, Japan and India in this south Asian countries.

The victory of struggle for dominance:-

The final victory in America china reach for dominance, In there are present ways for the America to perspective what victory the struggle for dominance would connect. I have proposed focusing on the right to reach as see to victory. In another words the America should focus on intention available the levels of relations U.S dominance vis-a-vis China. The several way to thought about available America dominance to definite that the united states has the great means sufficient to access the spouse countries to the advocacy the united states. One discord for this system is that china intend to extended its dominance as many as right sure now to management U.S advantage. This system implements a zero-sum criteria to U.S-China struggle. The another system is to have surviving control the dominance such that china is not proper to have more dominance that the America. This system introduces that china dominance would rise but the U.S vision is not to limit Chinese dominance at each turn. The another system way is to anti Chinese dominance or have dominance frequently same to China. This system intend that if spouse countries were to likes freely the America would be the associate of preference. However another could discord that merely attaching Chinese dominance neither definite to the America is proper to progress U.S visions nor guarantees the America proper extension to block Chinese effects.

The regional perspective of correlative U.S & Chinese dominance:-

The spouse country dominance into the U.S and Chinese relation is the most effective because the associate country making the determination to support the united states or china. I have lead the experiment regional views through describe of spouse government documents get together with officials and experts in the associate country and the associate countries activities and position. Such as to evaluate two powerful states dominance in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan. I use Indo-Pacific views and data on south Asian activities.

Political & Diplomatic Dominance:-

The America has to average diplomatic and political dominance than China in the Indo-Pacific region. For the first invariable political ties spouse countries usually have hard states. China also running to have hard and important diplomatic and political relation with Indo-Pacific region. The various associate countries are great intent of the U.S aims for the south Asia than the Chinese alternative. Malaysia and Vietnam are as greater to Chinese visions as the united states. In look after that the American strategy toward the Indo-Pacific region emphasizes defence over economic priorities and the associate countries besides to balanced U.S system to the south Asia. The united states has the great way process political and diplomatic dominance turned out the strong percentage of spouse countries. While regional specialist concerned that the united states wants to connected in the region, there is a perspective that U.S joining with south Asia has increased during the Joe Biden administration. Such as India, Pakistan, Singapore, Japan, Philippines, even Bangladesh are politically & diplomatically associated with the united states, but each spouse countries tries balance the relation with united states and china to exact period.

Economics Dominance:-

With the several of Japan, China has more pressure economic dominance than the America in all spouse countries in the study. All spouse countries turned out the Indo-Pacific region are highly concerned about the China economic power and create to use economic means for the right purpose against their facilities. China has the latest economic tools use all over the spouse countries. In such that includes using the economic agreement or the infrastructure project. In the submerge to gain favour various economic tools under the flow of import and export goods and the economic restriction. To be another way apply the Indo-Pacific region economic pressure on political and business elites and limiting appointment to Chinese markets to the media outlet. India and Bangladesh has the most important economic concerns about china and the example of Chinese economic dominance. Bilaterally new dilly and Dhaka uneasy over the degree of India and Bangladesh trade the great way process visions dependence of Indian and Bangladesh industries on the Chinese imports. To apply various tools to China and Indian imports of higher growing goods from china. Domestically India and Bangladesh worried.
that Chinese telecom elements and others regular products would be used intellectual gathering. Frequently the Chinese big market increase on the south Asian countries.

Military & Security Dominance:-

The united states has great way process military and security dominance turned out the indo-pacific region than China. Generally avoid operations that are focus visions at countering china military and the Chinese economic perspective. The spouse countries of the China and united states have closer to security and military relations. The great way supported into the major U.S lead international and regional security effective. However frequently half of the indo-pacific region uncertain whether the united states would come to the term of potential military aid conflict with china. Japan is the great worry position because Chinese military attitude in the indo-pacific region and the military challenge use of the red zone tactics including enhanced the interface into Japan air defence identification areas. In Indian perspective china is the great threatening to be intention but too dangerous to be behaviour as an turned over enemy.

The system of the U.S function more practically with spouse countries:-

The working system is divided into two parts. 1)For each countries cooperation. 2)Working with spouse countries in third state perspective.

For each countries cooperation:

U.S bilateral relations with the South Asian countries is the great way process direct ensure of the management U.S dominance in the indo Pacific region. Bilateral relations could be primary U.S line of protect in south Asia. The activities with extra provincial actors such as India Pakistan Bangladesh Japan in south Asia is a secondary propositions line of effort.

Working with spouse countries in third state perspective:

In order to activities for each countries with south Asian countries, the united states can be facilities with associate countries located outside of indo Pacific region to matching efforts to anti Chinese dominance in the region. In this part I first clarify the dynamics costs and facilities of activities with the extra regional spouse and associate countries and the theme to united states is presently activities with the associate countries. Mainly I have focus that the U.S function with this region and south Asia. Mainly working velocity of the economics and military shareholders into the opportunity attraction under the valuable afford under the present government of Joe Biden administration.

Regional Reaction to U.S-China struggle in the Indian perspective:

One of the united states basic spouse countries in long term systematically struggle with china is India which has the second greatest world active duty armed forces and to be frequently near into the competitor of China turned out a definite rate of armed force in the abilities. However U.S most planners must be sign conscious of the restricted on both India verbose desirable and ability to forge a partnership based on systematic struggle with china.

Regional Reaction to U.S-China struggle in the Indonesian perspective:

The U.S department of defence 2022 national defence strategy focus on the importance of activities with regional spouse countries and associates in order to maintain china rise as a systematic struggle to the united states in the indo Pacific region. In this various levels of countries report in a series. I have experiment the dynamics for and dynamics bar to spouse countries mere closely related with Indonesia.

Regional Reaction to U.S-China struggle in the Japanese perspective:

U.S enduring associate with Japan not only is the cornerstone of U.S force destination in the indo Pacific region but also clarify and brave U.S dominance turned out that massive territorial actors. I have find out the assesses the prospects for deep U.S Japan alliance facilities and coordination in the indo Pacific region through 2030 to compete with china.

Regional Reaction to U.S-China struggle in the Singapore perspective:

I have find out the assesses the influence of the change in Chinese strategic attitude and U.S china close relations over the past decade on Singapore in definite terms of its potential security policies and relationship in the indo Pacific region. The system of improvement of united states to capabilities working with spouse countries and associates to the management its facilities in long term competition with china.

Regional Reaction to U.S-China struggle in the Vietnamese perspective:

To understand clarify Vietnam views on rising U.S-China reach. To be evaluation how Vietnam responding to U.S-China dominance in diplomatic and economic, political and security, military dominance, especially as U.S-China competition grows turned out the indo Pacific and globally. To be addresses the prospects of increasing U.S Vietnam relations to anti rising Chinese coercion.

Regional Reaction to U.S-China struggle in the Australian perspective:

To understand the assess perspective of Australia as implement the responsiveness to China more active role in foreign relation present time. The security policy behaviour in the indo Pacific and to a more struggle U.S-China relationship. All the view point of various issues collaboration into the political economic and security crisis which establishing the bilateral relation build up. The united states and china can improve the capabilities to work with spouse and associate countries to maintain its advantage in long form dual competition between china and united states.
Result & Findings:

The perspective of Indo-Pacific region the United States has the dominance of military and diplomatic than China. China has more economic dominance. Many of the Indo-Pacific regional countries generally worked about the Chinese economic dominance and military threats. The economic dominance are various Chinese visions involving to the lower U.S military dominance. It is the little concern and evidence that Indo-Pacific region that U.S military dominance is counterweight to Chinese economic dominance. The Indo-Pacific regional countries are the vast interest with the United States but China has more powerful tools apply the against united states. Regional countries most choose not prefer between the China and United States and spouse countries is likely to be weak and incomplete. The Indo-Pacific region is direct bilateral relationship could remain the great effort, the United States should do more coordinate with Australia, Japan, India and present time trying with the Bangladesh build up bilateral relation.

Figure 1&2 (Hegemonic competition) [Source: - Asian Report 2023]
Conclusion:

As a growing number of American policy makers and creating the debate how to leading to indo Pacific region of China. To be understand the scholarly matter of discussion on china, united states systematic competition have the long ago period after the commercial sector build up in indo Pacific region. Such as the various Chinese scholar move into the united states strategy follow up transition undermined into enmity mind on U.S. The present situation Joe Biden major policy shift discussion on china and united states systematic reach out the policy circles in indo Pacific region. Most Chinese analysts acknowledge the necessary of united states & China strategic struggle through the South Asia. In verbose speech the narrow power gap is its effective leader. Ideological disagreement, change of mutual perception and the different policy agenda dominance on the indo Pacific region. In the U.S china perspective the two nation great way major visions setting under the dominance circulation of the economic political military dominance to the indo Pacific region. In contrast to the dynamics fundamental impacts reactions of regional countries on future U.S china relation.
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